
cable operator Association of Gujarat
B-1 Jai Apartment, Opp. Dus Bunglow, Gulbai Tekra,

Mobile No. 09913733399 - email: euicab@gp.iqa.F@vFhog,co.in
Ahmedabad 380015.

Reg. No. F /153441 Ahmedabad

Date: lt.Og.2Ot4
To

Shree Sunil Kumar Singhal
Advisor(B&CS)
TRAI

Delhi.

$uE: comments on your letter of Amendment Regulation for the Standards
of Quality of Service. (Sent by Email and RpAD).

Dear Sir,

Here we would like to bring into your notice that the case is already been filed
in the Honourable Gujarat High Court,

, through this we have objected
the new and old Regulations of DAS Regulation which is totally ultra virus.
Yet there is no Judgement given so far by the Honourable Gujarat High Court
so in this case and though youroffice of TRAI isgivingand issuingon new
Amendments which is commonly not acceptable by the concerned people.

The Regulation of DAS and the Amendments added to the Regulation is
affecting over 125000 LCos which in your records is only 60000 which even
less than half the actual numbers, which is very surprising. All these 125000
LCOs are very simple and not very educated people and to understand this
legality is complex, compricated and is out of their reach.

I would like to say here that this amended regulations to DAS is very partial
and not justifying to the LCos who are the pioneers of the GABLE lNDUsrRy
and on implementation of such Regulation will swipe out the LCos from the
CABLE INDUSTRY which is not at alljustifying to the LCos who have put their
blood and sweat to prant out this CABLE TNDUSTRY.
There cannot be comparison of CABLE rndustry to DTH
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DTH is the existence by Broadcasters while Cable lndustry is come up on its
own. cable lndustry is giving services to the public when there was no
existence of DTH or even Broadcasters. So no Regulation can be issued to
favour DTH on the cost of loss to CABLE OPERATORS.

Here I would say that unless and until the Judgement/s is given by the
concerned Honourable High Courts of lndia and the Supreme Court of lndia,
nothing in this matter can be acceptable and the matter cannot go any further
and come to any conclusion.

Thapkingyo\J /
a"o*rr/ /*ahl
Cable Operatoffiiation of Gujarat
President (Pramod Pandya)
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